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All matter is made up of fermions, one of the fundamental type of particles in nature. Fermions follow the Pauli exclusion principle, stating that two or more identical fermions cannot occupy the same quantum state. Antisymmetry of the fermionic wave function, however, implies additional constraints on the natural occupation numbers. These constraints depend on the dimensionality and purity of the system and have so far not been explored experimentally in a fermionic system to our best knowledge. Here we propose an experiment in a multi-quantum-dot system capable of producing the highly entangled fermionic states necessary to reach the regime, where these additional constraints become dominant and can be probed. The type and strength of the required multifermion entanglement provides barriers to reaching deep into this regime. Transcending these barriers thus serves as a testing ground for the capabilities of future fermionic quantum information processing as well as quantum computer architectures based on fermionic states. All operations in our proposal are based on all-optical gates presented in Li and Akopian [arXiv:2107.05960 (2021)]. We simulate our state preparation procedures in realistic structures, including all main decoherence sources, and find fidelities above 0.97.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pauli’s exclusion principle [1] is a fundamental property of quantum mechanics and can be stated plainly without direct reference to quantum theory by saying that two identical fermionic particles cannot occupy the same state, e.g., location. Its implications are far reaching and include both the elaborate electron shell structure of atoms leading to the variety of chemical elements and the stability of matter [2] itself including neutron stars.

The extended Pauli principle further restricts the possible pure fermionic quantum states. An important implication is the pinned state effect [3–5], when the dynamics of a quantum system drives the system to the boundary of allowed states and turns the extended Pauli constraints into equalities. This observation may also lead to an interesting generalization of the Hartree-Fock method [5]. Viewing the Pauli constraint as a constraint on the one-body reduced density matrix [1-RDM, see (2)], the 1960s saw activity in the study of further constraints imposed by the regular Pauli principle. This situation has recently been investigated in a variety of systems both analytically and numerically [3–5,16–20]. It was also simulated lytically and numerically [3–5,16–20]. It was also simulated
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this, we propose three probes that give rise to an onion-like structure of successively stronger inequalities that we can study experimentally and of which the extended Pauli principle forms the outermost layer. These three probes consist of (1) entanglement polytopes, (2) $m$-fermion entanglement, and (3) fermionic quantum functional. We can then experimentally demonstrate that we reached the outermost layer by explicitly violating all the stronger inequalities, such that only the weakest and thus most general inequalities (extended Pauli principle) remain satisfied, as confirmed by all three of our probes.

We consider a system of $N$ fermions in a system with $d \geq N$ modes. The one-particle Hilbert space is then $\mathcal{H}_d$ with $\dim \mathcal{H}_d = d$, while the resulting $N$-particle Hilbert space is $\mathcal{H}_d^N$, spanned by completely antisymmetrized tensor products $|e_{i_1}\rangle \wedge \cdots \wedge |e_{i_N}\rangle$ of $N$ elements $|e_i\rangle \in \mathcal{H}_d$.

We can also describe pure quantum states $|\Psi_N\rangle$ in second quantization using $d$ fermionic creation and annihilation operators $\hat{a}_i^\dagger$ and $\hat{a}_i$, which satisfy the canonical anticommutation relations $\{\hat{a}_i, \hat{a}_j^\dagger\} = \delta_{ij}$ with vacuum state $|0\rangle$, such that $\hat{a}_i |0\rangle = 0 \forall i$. This allows us to write $|e_i\rangle = \hat{a}_i^\dagger |0\rangle$ and more generally $|e_{i_1}\rangle \wedge \cdots \wedge |e_{i_N}\rangle = \hat{a}_{i_1}^\dagger \cdots \hat{a}_{i_N}^\dagger |0\rangle$. The 1-RDM

$$\gamma_{ij} = \frac{\langle \Psi_N | \hat{a}_i^\dagger \hat{a}_j | \Psi_N \rangle}{\langle \Psi_N | \Psi_N \rangle} \quad (2)$$

of a pure state $|\Psi_N\rangle \in \mathcal{H}_d^N \subset \mathcal{H}$ is a Hermitian $d$-by-$d$ matrix and satisfies $\text{Tr}(\gamma) = N$. It can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation $U$, such that

$$U \gamma U^\dagger = \text{diag}(\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_d). \quad (3)$$

where we choose the order $\lambda_1 \geq \lambda_2 \geq \cdots \geq \lambda_d$. We refer to $\lambda = (\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_d)$ as the natural occupation numbers of $|\Psi_N\rangle$.

They are the expectation values of the transformed number operators $\hat{n}_i = \hat{a}_i^\dagger \hat{a}_i$ with $\hat{n}_i = \sum_j U_{ij} \hat{a}_j$. 

A. Entanglement polytopes

The entanglement class $\mathcal{C} \subset \mathcal{H}$ consists of all pure states that can be converted into each other with finite probability of success using local operations and classical communication.
(stochastic LOCC = SLOCC [22]). For a fermionic system with \( d \) modes, this is implemented by a representation of the group \( \text{GL}(d) \) (see [23]). For every class \( \mathcal{C} \), the entanglement polytope \( \Delta_\mathcal{C} \subset \mathbb{R}^d \) is defined as the natural occupation numbers \( \bar{\lambda} \) of states \( |\Psi_N\rangle \) in the closure \( \overline{\mathcal{C}} \), which is shown to be a convex polytope in [23]. The notion of entanglement polytopes is coarser than the one of entanglement classes, i.e., the entanglement polytopes of two different entanglement classes \( \mathcal{C} \neq \mathcal{C}' \) may be identical, although it is possible that when considering the SLOCC conversion of many copies of a state, the polytope contains all relevant information. We have the clear-cut criterion that

\[
\bar{\lambda} \neq \Delta_\mathcal{C} \Rightarrow |\Psi_N\rangle \notin \mathcal{C};
\]

i.e., if \( \bar{\lambda} \) is not in the polytope \( \Delta_\mathcal{C} \), the state must be in another entanglement class. Entanglement polytopes form a hierarchy, where \( \Delta_\mathcal{C} \subset \Delta_\mathcal{C}' \) if a state \( |\psi\rangle \in \mathcal{C}' \) can be approximated by a sequence of states contained in \( \mathcal{C} \).

The polytope constraints for Borland Dennis (Fig. 2) are

- **Slater:** \( \lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = \lambda_3 = 1 \),
- **EPR:** \( \lambda_1 = 1, \lambda_2 = \lambda_3 \),
- **W:** \( \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 - \lambda_3 \leq 2, \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3 \geq 2 \),
- **GHZ:** \( \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 - \lambda_3 \leq 2 \),

where we have \( 1 \geq \lambda_1 \geq \cdots \geq \lambda_3 \geq \frac{1}{2}, \lambda_4 = 1 - \lambda_3, \lambda_5 = 1 - \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_6 = 1 - \lambda_1 \).

**B. Polytopes of (at most) \( m \)-fermion entangled states**

A state \( |\Psi_N\rangle \) is **(at most) \( m \)-fermion entangled** if

\[
|\Psi_N\rangle = |\psi_m\rangle \otimes |\psi_1^{(1)}\rangle \otimes \cdots \otimes |\psi_1^{(N-m)}\rangle;
\]

i.e., such a state consists of a single \( m \)-fermion state \( |\psi_m\rangle \in \Lambda^m(\mathcal{H}_d) \) wedged with \((N - m)\) single-fermion states in \( \mathcal{H}_d \). We refer to this set as \( \mathcal{C}_d^N(m) \subset \Lambda^N(\mathcal{H}_d) \). A state \( |\Psi_N\rangle \) is **genuinely \( m \)-fermion entangled** if \( |\Psi_N\rangle \in \mathcal{C}_d^N(m) \setminus \mathcal{C}_d^N(m-1) \); i.e., it is (at most) \( m \)-fermion entangled, but not \((m-1)\)-fermion entangled. We define the polytope \( \Delta_d^N(m) \) as the set of \( \bar{\lambda} \in \mathbb{R}^d \) associated to states in the closure of \( \mathcal{C}_d^N(m) \). In particular, we have \( \Delta_d^N(N) = \Delta_d^N \) forming the full extended Pauli polytope. This leads to the following simple proposition [3,24]:

**Proposition 1.** The natural occupation numbers \( \bar{\lambda} \) of a state \( |\Psi_N\rangle \in \mathcal{C}_d^N(m) \) are

\[
(1, \ldots, 1, \lambda_{N-m+1}, \ldots, \lambda_d),
\]

where the last \( m \) natural occupation numbers satisfy the conditions of the extended Pauli principle for a general state \( |\Psi_d_{(N-m)}\rangle \in \Lambda^m(\mathcal{H}_{d-(N-m)}) \).

**Proof.** We consider a state of the form (6) and write the one-particle states as \( |\psi_1^{(k)}\rangle = \sum_i \phi_i^{(k)} |a_i\rangle \). We assume that all the states \( |\psi_1^{(k)}\rangle \) and \( |\psi_m\rangle \) are independent, i.e., their wedge product does not vanish (otherwise \( |\Psi\rangle = 0 \)). We then choose mutually orthogonal \( |\phi_1^{(k)}\rangle \) such that \( |\phi_1^{(k)}\rangle \wedge \cdots \wedge |\phi_1^{(k)}\rangle = |\psi_1^{(k)}\rangle \wedge \cdots \wedge |\psi_1^{(k)}\rangle \). This allows us to define \( N \) new creation operators \( \hat{b}_k = \sum_j U_{kj} \hat{a}_k \) (with unitary matrix \( U \)), such that for the first \( N - m \) ones we have \( |\phi_1^{(k)}\rangle \propto \hat{b}_k |0\rangle \). We then have \( |\Psi_N\rangle \propto \hat{b}_1 \cdots \hat{b}_{N-m} |\psi_m\rangle \). The 1-RDM with respect to \( \hat{b}_k \) is block diagonal with \((N-m)\) ones on the diagonal, because \( |\Psi_N\rangle \) is an eigenstate of the first \((N-m)\) number operators \( \hat{n}_i = \hat{b}_i \hat{b}_i^\dagger \). The remaining \( d - (N-m) \) quadratic block describes then \( m \) particles in a system with \( d - (N-m) \) fermionic modes, such that the respective eigenvalues \( \lambda_{N-m+1} \) up to \( \lambda_d \) satisfy the conditions of \( \Lambda^m(\mathcal{H}_{d-(N-m)}) \). We illustrate \( \Lambda^3(\mathcal{H}_6) \) and \( \Lambda^4(\mathcal{H}_6) \) in Fig. 3.

**C. Fermionic quantum functional**

While the Slater determinant is the least entangled fermionic state (satisfying the most restrictive inequalities), probing the extended Pauli principle requires the preparation of the most entangled fermionic states. Since we focus on pure fermionic states, quantifying their local mixedness is a good way to measure fermionic entanglement just as it is for spin states. The analog of the Schmidt rank for bipartite spin state (a SLOCC monotone) becomes the number of nonzero natural occupation numbers (a fermionic SLOCC monotone). In [25] the quantum functionals, a large family of generalization of Schmidt rank to multipartite entangled spin states, have been introduced as optimizations over an entanglement polytope. The (logarithm of) quantum functionals are the first additive entanglement measures. A bosonic variant has been studied in [26], while we propose the logarithm of the fermionic functionals.

Footnote 1: If we had \( N \) distinguishable particles, we would have \( N \) vectors \( \vec{\lambda} \) consisting of the eigenvalues of the \( N \) different 1-RDMs \( \rho^{(1)} \), as explained in [23].
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In particular, we find we can illustrate these polytopes in a single figure in two dimensions.

Crystal-phase quantum dots [27] on a III–V semiconductor
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quantum functional

being the Shannon entropy of the probability distribution \( \tilde{\lambda} = (\frac{\lambda_1}{N}, \ldots, \frac{\lambda_d}{N}) \). The maximization over the entanglement polytope \( \Delta_\Psi \) of \( |\Psi_N\rangle \) implies that \( E(|\Psi_N\rangle) \) is constant for all pure states in an entanglement class and even more generally for all states with the same entanglement polytope. The fermionic quantum functional measures the distance\(^2\) to the most locally mixed state, which, if it exists (which it may not for large \( N \); see remark 12 in [24]), has natural occupations \( \lambda_i = \frac{N}{d} \) and corresponding functional value \( E = \ln d \). A Slater determinant in contrast has the smallest value \( E = \ln N \), since \( N \leq d \).

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROPOSAL

The physical platform to probe the Borland-Dennis relations is required to be a genuinely fermionic system. Crystal-phase quantum dots [27] on a III–V semiconductor nanowire (for instance, GaAs or InP) are one such system. The crystal structure switches between wurtzite and zincblende (also known as sphalerite) along the nanowire [27–29], resulting in type II band alignment, allowing electrons (holes) to be confined in the zincblende (wurtzite) sections, hence the term crystal-phase quantum dots. If we consider a wurtzite section sandwiched between two zincblende sections, two electronic states (our fermionic states), one on each zincblende section, can be coupled by a shared hole in the wurtzite section [30,31] Fig. 4(b). We fully spin polarize the electrons by fixing the driving field polarizations at one particular circular polarization throughout initialization and manipulation, so that we operate with electrons with only one specific spin.

Placing three electrons in a system of six sites (quantum dots) provides an exact realization of the Borland-Dennis setup [Fig. 4(a)]. It suffices for our probes to study states with one electron per sites 1–2, 3–4, and 5–6, but in principle we can prepare any state of the system, for instance, states with

\[ E(|\Psi_N\rangle) = \max_{\tilde{\lambda} \in \Delta_\Psi} H(\tilde{\lambda}) \quad \text{with} \quad H(\tilde{\lambda}) = -\sum_{i=1}^{d} \lambda_i \ln \lambda_i \quad (8) \]

\(^2\)This can be made rigorous when reformulating it as a relative entropy distance.
electrons occupying sites 1–2. For coherent manipulation we move an electron between sites, create a superposition of its location, and entangle neighboring electrons’ locations [30]. Focusing on sites 1–2, an electron occupies site 1 (2) in the location state |10⟩ (|01⟩) [Fig. 4(b)]. The states |10⟩ and |01⟩ are both coupled to a common excited state |X⟩ using an adiabatic optical scheme. When the system is driven, three eigenstates are formed, two of which are near degenerate [10]. This is possible only because they share a hole state. The system is driven by two optical fields represented by Rabi frequencies Ω0 and Ω1, enabling coherent population trapping and transfer [30,32] using an adiabatic optical scheme. When the system is driven, three eigenstates are formed, two of which are near degenerate [10] and [1]. Therefore, an arbitrary initial state |ψ⟩ can be decomposed into a combination of the two eigenstates |Φi(0)⟩ and |Φ2(0)⟩ with a small yet finite energy difference. As a result, when the driving fields are active, the |Φi(0)⟩ and |Φ2(0)⟩ components will accumulate a dynamic phase. The accumulated phase can be any value in [0, 2π] by choosing an appropriate detuning Δ:

\[ |ψ⟩ = a |10⟩ + b |01⟩ = a′ |Φ1(0)⟩ + b′ |Φ2(0)⟩ \]

with

\[ \Lambda_2(t) = -\int_0^t \left( \Omega_0(t′)^2 + \Omega_1(t′)^2 + \frac{Δ^2}{2} - \frac{Δ}{2} \right) dt′. \]

Choosing |Φ1(0)⟩, |Φ2(0)⟩, and Δ allows us to achieve an arbitrary rotation of a location state [30]. Conditional location state manipulation is illustrated in Fig. 4(d). It enables a conditional location state rotation on sites 3–4 depending on the location state of site 2. Hence, one can entangle the location states of two adjacent electrons.

The experimental scheme to probe the entanglement polytopes and demonstrate the violation of polytope inequalities (5) in the Borland-Dennis case (N = 3, d = 6) consists of two steps: the preparation of the four states from Table I and the measurement of 1-RDM on such states.

A. Protocol for state preparation

In order to prepare the characteristically entangled states, we need to be able to apply a certain gate to an initially unentangled state |Slater⟩. Moreover, we will also need to apply such gates when we read out the natural occupation numbers of the final state.

The Slater state can be prepared as a result of charge initialization [31] with electrons occupying sites 1, 3, and 5. The preparation procedures for the entangled fermionic states are illustrated in Fig. 5 and discussed in III A. Preparing such states with high fidelity is indeed an experimental challenge. However, numerical studies on all-optical quantum gates [30] indicate realistic single-qubit gate (two-qubit CNOT gate) fidelities above 0.9999 (0.999). The quantum dot parameters that enter the simulations are presented in Sec. IV.

The rotation gate Rij(ϕ) acts on the two sites i and j, such that

\[ R_{ij}(ϕ)|0_i, 0_j⟩ = \cos \frac{ϕ}{2}|0_i, 0_j⟩ + \sin \frac{ϕ}{2}|1_i, 1_j⟩, \]

\[ R_{ij}(ϕ)|1_i, 0_j⟩ = \cos \frac{ϕ}{2}|1_i, 0_j⟩ - \sin \frac{ϕ}{2}|0_i, 1_j⟩. \]

where |ni, nj⟩ refers to the occupation numbers on sites i and j. Further note that Rij(ϕ) acts as the identity on |0i, 0j⟩ and |1i, 1j⟩, as there is no change if both sites or neither site is occupied. For our state protocol, we will be particularly interested in ϕ = π, which swaps the position of electrons between the sites, and ϕ = π/2, which generally creates a superposition of electrons on either site. Finally, we will also need the rotation angle ϕi satisfying

\[ \sin(ϕ_i) = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \quad \Rightarrow \quad ϕ_i = \arcsin \left( \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \right). \]
The controlled rotation gate $C_k(\varphi)$ is controlled depending on if there is an electron sitting on site $k$. Only if this is the case does $C_k(\varphi)$ act as the rotation gate $R_k(\varphi)$, while otherwise it will not change the state. We therefore have

$$C_k(\varphi)|n_k, n, n_j\rangle = (n_k R_k(\varphi) + (1 - n_k) \mathbb{1})|n_k, n, n_j\rangle. \quad (13)$$

The rotations $R_k(\varphi)$ and conditional rotations $C_k(\varphi)$ are essentially single- and two-qubit gates. Their experimental implementation is described in greater detail in [30]. After initiating the experimental setup with the state $|\text{Slater}\rangle$ consisting of three electrons placed on sites 1, 3, and 5, we can prepare any of the other characteristically entangled state $|W\rangle$, $|\text{EPR}\rangle$ and $|\text{GHZ}\rangle$ by applying the gates, as elucidated in the state preparation protocol of Fig. 5.

B. Protocol for measuring natural occupation numbers

Conventionally, to gain access to the complete description of a system, a full quantum state tomography can be employed. However, the required number of projective measurements scales exponentially with the number of electrons [33]. For the purpose of probing the entanglement polytopes, it suffices to measure the 1-RDM, as also discussed in [34,35]. The number of measurements scales quadratically with the number of sites [23], which is in principle much more feasible. The 1-RDM has diagonal and off-diagonal entries. The diagonal entries are the occupation numbers in a given basis that can be measured via state-selective resonant transitions. The fact that the two transitions have different energies requires a resonant excitation frequency for each charge state $|10\rangle$ and $|01\rangle$, respectively; one of the frequencies will be higher than the other, leading to nonresonant excitation of the lower energy transition. But this could be mitigated by spectral filtering of the emitted signal, such that only the emitted signal at the same frequency as the excitation laser will be registered.

The energy of the charge configurations and hence the transition energies can be engineered to some extent by manipulating the sample parameters such as material composition (GaAs or InP) nanowire diameter, geometry (hexagonal or cylindrical wire), and quantum dot lengths. On each measurement trial, we will either get an emitted photon at the resonant excitation energy or no signal. By repeating the trials at a sufficiently high rate, the count rate for resonant photons collected will be high for the charge state of interest.

1. Measurement of diagonal entries

For our crystal-phase quantum dot system we perform state-dependent fluorescence to measure the electronic occupation numbers (diagonal entries of 1-RDM). We describe the concept on a simplified system with only two crystal-phase quantum dots. The setup is a cross-polarization setup for resonant fluorescence as described in [36]. The key idea is that if an electron is located at a particular site, we can drive a transition between this charge configuration and a negatively charged exciton state where two electrons are located on the same dot and a hole is located on an adjacent quantum dot for holes as shown in Fig. 6. The transition energies should be designed such that the two outer transitions can be driven resonantly without inducing the two inner transitions that can modify site occupancy.

By driving the transition resonantly, the quantum dot will begin to emit at the same frequency but in an orthogonal orientation, given that the charge configuration is the one addressed in the transition. The resonant driving energy should be lower than the transition energy between either of the charge states $|10\rangle$ and $|01\rangle$ and their common excited state $|X^-\rangle$. This is to ensure that the state $|X^-\rangle$ is not being populated and induce errors into the measurement. The two transitions $|10\rangle \leftrightarrow |X_0^\rangle$ and $|01\rangle \leftrightarrow |X_1^-\rangle$ should naturally have different transition energies to ensure state dependence of the resonant excitation and detection scheme. The fact that the two transitions have different energies requires a resonant excitation frequency for

![FIG. 6. The resonant fluorescence energy-level diagram. The left and right most transitions are the one to be exploited in the resonant readout scheme. The charge configurations that are coupled by the transitions are shown together with the Λ-system for reference.](image-url)

In order to compute the natural occupation numbers, we need to measure the matrix entries $\gamma_{ij}$ of the 1-RDM. For a system of six sites, this is a 6-by-6 Hermitian matrix subject to the constraint $\text{Tr}(\gamma) = N$, so we will generally have 35 independent entries. Our measurement setup is able to extract diagonal entries (electronic on-site occupation numbers $n_i$), so we will need to apply additional gates to find off-diagonal entries.

We focus on two fixed site indices $i$ and $j$, such that

$$\begin{pmatrix} \gamma_{ii} & \gamma_{ij} \\ \gamma^*_{j'i'} & \gamma_{jj} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \alpha & x + iy \\ x - iy & \beta \end{pmatrix}. \quad (14)$$

In order to measure the off-diagonal elements of the 1-RDM, $\gamma_{ij} = x + iy$, which potentially has a real and imaginary part, we need to act with an additional transformation. The purpose of the transformations is to transfer the information of the off-diagonals onto the diagonals, which is directly measurable. The simplest setup is the following two types of Bogoliubov transformations, $\hat{a}_i \rightarrow \hat{b}_i$ or $\hat{a}_i \rightarrow \hat{c}_i$, respectively:

$$\hat{b}_i = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(\hat{a}_i + \hat{a}_j), \quad \hat{c}_i = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(\hat{a}_i + i\hat{a}_j),$$

$$\hat{b}_j = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(\hat{a}_i - \hat{a}_j), \quad \hat{c}_j = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(\hat{a}_i - i\hat{a}_j). \quad (15)$$
In order to perform the respective operations, we need to apply either the rotation \( R_{ij}(\frac{\pi}{2}) \) for \( b \) or \( R_{ij}(\frac{\pi}{2}) \) plus another \( \frac{\pi}{2} \) rotation with respect to the axis (0,0,1) as explained in [32] for \( \hat{c} \). If \( i \) and \( j \) are not adjacent, we can first bring the respective sites together by applying a sequence of swaps \( R_{i,j+1}(\pi) \) until we reach site \( j-1 \), where we assumed \( i < j \) without loss of generality. The two transformations lead to the transformed 1-RDM \( \gamma^b_i = (b_i^\dagger b_j) \) and \( \gamma^c_i = (c_i^\dagger c_j) \), which are given by

\[
\gamma^b_i = \frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix}
\alpha + \beta + 2x & \alpha - \beta - 2iy \\
\alpha - \beta + 2ix & \alpha + \beta - 2x
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
\gamma^c_i = \frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix}
\alpha + \beta + 2x & \alpha - \beta - 2iy \\
\alpha - \beta + 2ix & \alpha + \beta - 2x
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

(16)

We can then extract both \( x \) and \( y \) from the measured diagonal elements.

As a side note, an off-diagonal entry might couple sites that are not neighboring sites (e.g., sites 1 and 6), so a series of \( \pi \)-rotations are needed to first bring the sites of interest together (to sites 3–4).

### IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The state preparation fidelity and purity are simulated (using the Appendix in [30] and shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c)). We can achieve a fidelity of above 0.97 and a purity of above 0.95 for all states. In the presence of experimental imperfections and limitations of the manipulation scheme [32], additional fermionic spin-orbitals will be involved, effectively expanding the system to a higher number of sites. By considering the mixed nature of the states, we derive in Sec. VIIB a weakened Borland-Dennis relation.

\[
\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 - \lambda_3 \leq 1 + \epsilon.
\]

(17)

The simulated states are all subject to the weakened relation [Fig. 7(b)]. In Table II we present the figures of merit simulated for each of the states together with the error estimates (Sec. V). In Sec. VI A a procedure to prepare the state and then rewind the preparation expecting the system to return to the initial state (Loschmidt echo [37]) is simulated to quantify the purity of the prepared states.

As discussed, the proposed experimental platform is a system of multiple crystal-phase quantum dots. More precisely, in the numerical simulations, InP nanowires with a diameter of 50 nm and length of 1 \( \mu \)m are used. The main composition of a nanowire is InP in the wurtzite phase, while crystal-phase quantum dots are defined as short zincblende sections (20 nm), and individual quantum dots are separated by longer wurtzite sections (50–100 nm). The quantum dot parameters such as InP material parameters, dimensions of the individual dots and separation between the dots relevant for the evaluation of spontaneous emission rate and dephasing rate. The spontaneous emission rate and dephasing rate are later used in the calculation of single-qubit and two-qubit gate fidelities. The dephasing rate due to electron-phonon deformation coupling is calculated based on with a single crystal phase quantum dot with 20 nm length over a range of temperatures. At 4K, the dephasing rate is \( 1.66 \times 10^5 \) s\(^{-1}\). Spontaneous emission rates are calculated in a structure with a pair of crystal phase quantum dots (ZB insertions) that define a location qubit. The first quantum dot varies from 20 to 50 nm in length, while the right quantum dot is fixed at 19 nm. The WZ section that defines the separation between the quantum dots are varied between 50 and 200 nm. The minimal (maximal) spontaneous emission rate is found to be \( 9.27027 \times 10^5 \) s\(^{-1}\) (7.79388 \( \times 10^5 \) s\(^{-1}\)). The minimum is obtained at ZB 42 nm, WZ 200 nm, while the maximum is obtained at ZB 36 nm, WZ 70 nm. Any other dimensions within the range, including the dimensions that produce the dephasing rate, will yield...
TABLE II. Figures of merit. The columns are the natural occupation numbers, state preparation fidelities, error margin, and the two Borland-Dennis parameters $F_1 = \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 - \lambda_3$ and $F_2 = \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3$ that are expected to satisfy $F_1 \leq 1 + \epsilon$ and $F_2 \leq 2 + \epsilon$. The state preparation fidelities are the final fidelities as shown in Fig. 7(a) around $t = 280$ ps. We find good agreement with the simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Natural occupation numbers $\lambda$</th>
<th>Fidelity</th>
<th>Error margin $\epsilon$</th>
<th>Merit function $F_1$</th>
<th>Merit function $F_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[EPR]</td>
<td>(1.0000, 0.5012, 0.5011, 0.4988, 0.4987, 0)</td>
<td>0.9939</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>1.0001</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[GHZ]</td>
<td>(0.5013, 0.5011, 0.5003, 0.4995, 0.4987, 0.4987)</td>
<td>0.9850</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>0.5013</td>
<td>1.5019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.6670, 0.6666, 0.6659, 0.3335, 0.3332, 0.3330)</td>
<td>0.9741</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
<td>0.6676</td>
<td>1.66705</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a spontaneous emission rate in between. In the numerical simulations the maximal spontaneous emission rate is used to produce an underestimate of the gate fidelities and state preparation fidelities. Details on the methods are available in [30].

Our multi-quantum-dot system is in essence a nanostructure where electrons can be selectively and deterministically loaded [31]. This allows the preparation of any charge state of the type $|n_1 n_2 \ldots n_N\rangle$ where $n_i \in \{0, 1\}$ and $N$ is the total number of quantum dots in a nanowire. The number of electrons and on which quantum dots they localize is not restricted. The system is qubitized in the current proposal since a scheme to coherently manipulate charge states is readily available [30]. However, this does not prevent the preparation of any other charge states. Our system is intrinsically fermionic suitable for the testing of the extended Pauli constraints. Experimentally we can access and manipulate other charge states such as $|110010\rangle$ in the exact same way as charge states $|10\rangle$ and $|01\rangle$ within a pair of neighboring quantum dots.

V. ERROR ESTIMATES

Our probe of the extended Pauli principle crucially relies on being able to measure the natural occupation numbers of arbitrary states and in particular of the characteristically entangled states to sufficient accuracy. In particular, we need to be able to show that the respective polytope constraints (5) are violated.

We therefore first determine what the maximally allowed error for the matrix entries of the 1-RDM is, so that we can still confirm a violation with $3\sigma$, i.e., such that we expect only 0.1% of random samples to not violate the inequalities. For this, we can define the following three merit functions based on the polytope inequalities (5), which we will violate with respective next states:

\[
F_{\text{Slater}} = \lambda_2 - 1 \geq 0,
\]
\[
F_{\text{EPR}} = \lambda_1 - 1 \geq 0,
\]
\[
F_W = 2 - \lambda_1 - \lambda_2 - \lambda_3 \geq 0,
\]

where we defined each merit function in such a way that the respective inequality requires the entries to be equal or larger than zero. We then simulate the histograms $p(F)$ for $10^5$ random samples, where we assume that the matrix entries of the 1-RDM are distributed as Gaussians with standard deviation $\epsilon$ around their theoretical values, i.e., their expected values for ideal pure states

\[
F_{\text{Slater}}(|\text{EPR}\rangle) = F_W(|\text{GHZ}\rangle) = -\frac{1}{2},
\]
\[
F_{\text{EPR}}(|\text{W}\rangle) = -\frac{1}{3}.
\]

We assume that the 1-RDM is Hermitian with independently distributed real and imaginary entries. Based on this, we find the following maximal errors (standard deviations) of its matrix values (see FIG. 8):3

\[
\epsilon_{\text{EPR}} = 0.083, \quad \epsilon_w = 0.055, \quad \epsilon_{\text{GHZ}} = 0.037
\]

for the respective states. Our code is public via [38].

Let us now analyze if we can stay below these maximal errors. While it is difficult to take all sources of error into account, we model the two types of error, which we expect to dominate in the experimental realization. These two errors are (1) decoherence due to spontaneous emission and dephasing as reviewed in [30] and (2) the statistical error of measuring expectation values from a finite sample.

(a) Decoherence. The matrix entries of the 1-RDM are measured based on finding the expectation values $\langle \hat{h}_i \rangle$ for the respective state $\rho$ (diagonal entries) or for a transformed state $\rho'$ (off-diagonal entries), where we need to apply additional gates as explained in Sec. III B. The simulations reviewed in [30] give 1-RDM errors of the order of $10^{-3}$ and smaller. For this, we calculated 1-RDM for the respective final states and compared them with the theoretical prediction.

(b) Statistical error. As explained in Sec. III B 1, all measurements of the 1-RDM are reduced to measuring the expected occupation $\langle \hat{n} \rangle$ at a site $i$, so each measurement will either yield 1 (occupied) or 0 (unoccupied). The actual measurement outcomes will be distributed according to a binomial distribution with standard deviation $\sigma = \sqrt{\langle \hat{n} \rangle (1 - \langle \hat{n} \rangle)}/M$, where $M$ is the number of measurements performed, which is bounded from above by $1/\sqrt{4M}$. By performing $M \approx 10^5$ measurements, we expect an error of ca. $10^{-3}$.

In summary, we find simulated errors that are at least an order of magnitude smaller than the maximally allowed values listed in (20) for a confidence of 99.9%, so we expect that our proposed experimental setup allows us to confirm violation of polytope inequality to high accuracy.

3In the special case of $|\text{EPR}\rangle$, the 1-RDM has the entry $\gamma_{00} = 0$, so Gaussian distributed perturbations may lead to an unphysical negative value. We therefore took the absolute value of the Gaussian distributed perturbation to ensure that all diagonal entries are positive.
VI. PURE VS MIXED STATES

The Borland-Dennis relations are derived for pure fermionic states. Since experimental noise and decoherence are inevitable, the states being prepared in an experiment will always be mixed to some extent. The experimental demonstration of Borland-Dennis relations therefore relies on high purity of the entangled states. Therefore, it is an important part of the experiment to measure the purity of the total quantum state in the system, as explained in Sec. VI A. We further determine in Sec. VI B how the Borland-Dennis inequalities change for a slightly mixed states leading to a small additional error margin, as already indicated in Fig. 7.

A. Quantifying purity

The purity of a quantum state with density operator \( \rho \) is defined as \( \text{tr} \rho^2 \). The purity of an experimentally prepared multiparticle entangled state can be estimated with the “entangle-disentangle” procedure as described in [23], which is formally known as a Loschmidt echo [37] in the quantum simulation community. The key idea is that if the system is initially prepared in an eigenstate, by implementing a forward evolution-time followed by a backward time evolution that is the conjugate of the former, the system is expected to return to the initial state. This process is “a way of increasing the confidence in the (quantum simulation) result” [39], with one of the first experimental implementations being the Hahn echo experiment [40]. First, suppose that the ideal state preparation unitary operation \( U \) (entangling operation) is approximated by a lossy quantum channel \( C_1 \) and the resultant entangled state is described by the density operator \( \rho = C_1(\rho_{\text{init}}) \), where \( \rho_{\text{init}} \) is the density operator for an initial Slater state. Another lossy quantum channel \( C_2 \) approximates the inverse of the entangle operation \( U^{-1} \) (disentangling operation) with the resultant density operator \( \rho' = C_2(\rho) \). If both quantum channels are not deviating too far from the ideal operations, \( \rho' \) will be approximately \( \rho_{\text{init}} \). At the same time, if the purity of a quantum state does not increase in a lossy quantum channel, the purity of \( \rho' \) will give a lower bound of the purity of \( \rho \), which is the state of interest. It is shown [23] that a lower bound \( p \) of the purity of \( \rho \) is given as

\[
\text{tr}\rho^2 \geq \text{tr}\rho'^2 \geq \sum_{k=1}^{N} \| \tilde{\lambda}^k(\rho') \|_2^2 - (N - 1) = p.
\]

(21)

In the context of Borland-Dennis \( N = 3 \), \( \tilde{\lambda}^k(\rho') \) are vectors consisting of the natural occupation numbers of the \( k \)th pair of quantum dots. Each single-particle density operator \( \rho^{(k)} \) can be tomographically measured under local operations. The number of measurements would therefore scale linearly with the number of fermions.

However, not all decoherence processes decrease the state purity. For instance, the purity of an initial even superposition \( |\psi_i\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|10\rangle + |01\rangle) \) is decreased by the process of pure dephasing and gradually evolves towards a statistical mixture \( \rho = \frac{1}{2}(|10\rangle \langle 10| + |01\rangle \langle 01|) \). But the same initial state would regain a purity of 1 in the long term limit if the decoherence process is relaxation such that the population in the state \( |01\rangle \) is gradually transferred to \( |10\rangle \). It is therefore essential for the entangle-disentangle procedure that the dominant decoherence processes decrease the purity of a state within the time frame of interest. As explained in [30], for the charge states on crystal-phase quantum dots, electron-phonon interaction and more specifically deformation potential coupling with the longitudinal acoustic phonons are the dominant physical mechanism for decoherence [30]. Relaxation (tunneling) can be effectively eliminated by separating the dots sufficiently far apart (typically > 80 nm). At a typical cryogenic temperature \( T = 4 \text{ K} \), a separation of 100 nm between two dots of 20 nm and 19 nm, respectively, corresponds to a tunneling lifetime of 62 ms. For the same dots at the same temperature, dephasing time \( T_2 \) is 6 µs, which is much more considerable [30]. Another source of decoherence is spontaneous emission from the common excited state \( |X\rangle \) to the two charge states \( |10\rangle \) and \( |01\rangle \). But since the common excited state is populated only during the charge state operations and the component is meant to be tiny, the effect of spontaneous emission does not affect the long-term coherence of the state. It is therefore valid to use the “entangle-disentangle” procedure to examine the purity of the experimentally prepared state in crystal-phase quantum dots. The simulated fidelity and purity as a function of the experimental proposal to probe the extended … PHYSICAL REVIEW A 108, 012208 (2023)
state. As a result, the fidelities start from 100% for all states and since after the procedure the states are expected to return to the Slater state and no further complication beyond state disentangle procedure. The time evolution of the fidelity and of time are given in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the impurity found with this method is roughly doubled. Yet the entangle- disentangle procedure for purity estimation is experimentally feasible since it requires only one projective measurement and the slightly weakened Borland-Dennis conditions

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 - \lambda_3 & \leq 1 + \epsilon, \\
\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_4 & \leq 2 + \epsilon.
\end{align*}
\]

Note that these equations are now independent, as we do not have the constraints \(\lambda_1 + \lambda_6 = \lambda_2 + \lambda_5 = \lambda_3 + \lambda_4 = 1\) anymore (only \(\sum_{i=1}^{6} \lambda_i = 3\)).

**Proof.** Based on the assumptions, we can write

\[
\rho = (1 - \epsilon)|\psi_0\rangle\langle\psi_0| + \epsilon\rho_1,
\]

where \(|\psi_0\rangle\) is the normalized eigenvector of \(\rho\) with eigenvalue \((1 - \epsilon)\) and \(\rho_1\) is an arbitrary mixed state, such that \(\rho_1|\psi_0\rangle = 0\). We have the 1-RDM \(\gamma = (1 - \epsilon)\gamma_0 + \epsilon\gamma_1\) with

\[
\gamma_0^\psi = \langle\psi_0|\hat{a}_i^\dagger\hat{a}_i|\psi_0\rangle \quad \text{and} \quad \gamma_1 = \text{Tr}((\rho_1\hat{a}_i^\dagger\hat{a}_i)).
\]

Let us denote the ordered eigenvalues of \(\gamma_1\) by \(\lambda_{1\psi}^\gamma\), which satisfy the Borland-Dennis conditions

\[
\lambda_{1\psi}^\gamma + \lambda_{2\psi}^\gamma + \lambda_{6\psi}^\gamma \leq 2,
\]

\[
\lambda_{1\psi}^\gamma + \lambda_{6\psi}^\gamma = \lambda_{2\psi}^\gamma + \lambda_{5\psi}^\gamma = \lambda_{3\psi}^\gamma + \lambda_{4\psi}^\gamma = 1.
\]

For the eigenvalues of \(\gamma_1\), we know only that they satisfy the regular Pauli principle, i.e., lie in the interval \([0,1]\), so that adding \(\epsilon\gamma_1\) can only increase the eigenvalues, but at most by \(\epsilon\). From these considerations, it follows immediately that the ordered eigenvalues \(\lambda_i\) of \(\gamma\) satisfy

\[
(1 - \epsilon)\lambda_i^\gamma \leq \lambda_i \leq (1 - \epsilon)\lambda_i^\psi + \epsilon.
\]

Using the fact that \(\lambda_i^\psi\) satisfies (25) then implies

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_4 & \leq (1 - \epsilon)(\lambda_{1\psi}^\gamma + \lambda_{2\psi}^\gamma + \lambda_{6\psi}^\gamma) + 3\epsilon = 2 + \epsilon, \\
\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 - \lambda_3 & \leq (1 - \epsilon)(\lambda_{1\psi}^\gamma + \lambda_{2\psi}^\gamma - \lambda_{5\psi}^\gamma) + 2\epsilon = 1 + \epsilon,
\end{align*}
\]

where we used \(\lambda_i \leq \lambda_i^\psi + \epsilon\) and \(\lambda_i \geq \lambda_i^\psi\).

We also tested the inequalities (22) numerically. We implemented a simple random optimization algorithm that initiates on some random mixed state

\[
\rho = (1 - \epsilon)|\psi_0\rangle\langle\psi_0| + \epsilon\rho_1.
\]

We then randomly perturb the states \(|\psi_0\rangle\) and \(\rho_1\) to find a new mixed state \(\rho'\) for which \(f_1(\rho') = \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 - \lambda_3\) or \(f_2(\rho') = \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_4\) increases. By repeating this process we can stochastically scan the space of density operators of the form (28). This allowed us to find states that are arbitrary close to saturating either of the two inequalities (22). In fact, we can even give explicitly the state \(\rho = (1 - \epsilon)|\psi_0\rangle\langle\psi_0| + \epsilon|\psi_1\rangle\langle\psi_1|\) with

\[
|\psi_0\rangle = |111000\rangle \quad \text{and} \quad |\psi_1\rangle = |110100\rangle,
\]

whose natural occupation numbers \(\nu = (1,1,1-\epsilon,\epsilon,0,0)\) saturate both inequalities.

**VII. DISCUSSION**

Understanding the role of the constrains imposed by the extended Pauli principle has fundamental importance on simulation of fermionic systems, such as the electronic
structure of molecules [16,41–43]. Since the correlations of electrons are quantum-mechanical in nature, this poses a challenge for our current computing infrastructure, which operates only with classical states. Our proposed probe of the extended Pauli principle and thus of fermionicity itself can therefore also be regarded as a step towards quantum simulations of molecules. Our approach is also general, as the proposed probes can be used in different, as well as larger, physical platforms, including trapped fermionic atoms [44]. To date, the extended Pauli principle remains to be extensively explored, but only theoretically, with no way to be verified experimentally. Our array of crystal-phase quantum dots in a nanowire is thus the pathway for experimental exploration.
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